American Lit/Essay 1 and 2
Week Twenty-Eight

Poetry:
*Complete: Poetry Exercise *Blank Verse*, p. 55 - 56 at tabbnet.com/AmLit
*Complete: Poetry Exercise *The Ballad*, p. 60 - 62 (Writing Activity is EC).
EC The Writing Activity p. 62 (optional).

To Kill A Mockingbird:
Read: Chapters 22 - 31 in novel PLEASE take notes for debate proposition as you read.
*Complete:
*Write: 3 - 4 paragraphs about your thoughts on the resolution your team has chosen for the debate. Write your thoughts from either the pro and con angle in preparation to prepare for the debate. Your thoughts may begin from a general viewpoint, but should also reflect how your resolution relates to To Kill a Mockingbird.

Honors Option: Follow Syllabus
History Credit Option: Continue with Syllabus